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With Redis Labs, CAPI goes Mainstream, Big Time!
When IBM announced CAPI (Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface) exclusively on POWER8
in 2014, its practical use and the applications it benefited didn’t immediately leap to mind. So, when
Redis Labs announced that applying CAPI technology to in-memory database applications
provided significant cost advantages over similar Intel-based systems; it caught our attention.
CAPI technology reduces latency by allowing a processor to directly access1 data on a flash device.
It operates at speeds far faster than typical I/O devices. CAPI supports as much as 40TB of flash
memory. Previously, large Redis NoSQL databases on x86 servers would be at a severe cost
disadvantage because the database had to reside in main memory which required a large number
of x86 servers to handle a terabyte or more of data.

Redis Labs2
Redis Labs and IBM collaborated to implement a NoSQL solution using POWER8 and CAPI. It
took several weeks of programming by Redis Labs using IBM provided APIs. Redis needs just 6
POWER8 systems to support a 40TB database. Table 1 (below) compares a possible Redis Labs
POWER8 configured solution with a Dell configuration and an Amazon EC2 solution3. A Dell
system with 512MB of main storage per server would need 80 servers to handle a 40TB database 4.
The Redis Labs solution needs only 6 P8 servers vs. the Dell-Intel’s 80 servers. This is a 13 to 1
(80/6) server advantage ratio5 over the Dell!

Table 1 Source: Redis Labs - Prices are based on list prices that were current as of January 2015
1

IBM provides excellent whitepapers about CAPI and NOSQL at the bottom of this article: http://www304.ibm.com/webapp/set2/sas/f/capi/home.html
2
See https://redislabs.com/, more detail is available here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redis
3
These are configuration comparisons; all costs are based on calculations using system list prices.
4
Note these comparisons are not benchmarks as no actual measurements were made on either configuration.
5
Note all ratios are based on counts of servers not server racks.
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IBM
IBM developed and delivered CAPI to the OpenPOWER Foundation anticipating members would
find additional applications for it. As evidenced in presentations at the recent OpenPOWER
Foundation summit, IBM’s hopes are bearing fruit. As an example, Nallatech’s 6 uses CAPI to
attach FPGA (Field programmable gate arrays)7 to a POWER8 system. FPGA allow programming
of microprocessors in the field to perform specialized functions for networks, app acceleration, etc.
IBM has also done calculation exercises to highlight potential advantages for Redis database using
CAPI on POWER8. One calculation shows that managing a 12TB database requires slightly more
than 24 x86 servers versus only a single POWER8 server. Thus, they can claim a 24 to 1 (server
consolidation ratio) advantage for POWER8. While, technically true, we believe most customers
would want a second server (as backup protection) in a production environment8.
The Redis Lab’s database deployment comparison (discussed above) required only 6 POWER8
servers, a 13 to 1 reduction ratio, even though the database is larger (40TB) and includes
processor redundancy. It is closer to a real-life production data center example. Even if we add a
server for backup to IBM’s example (cited above) the 24 to 1 ratio becomes 24 to 2 or 12 to 1. This
is very close to the Redis Lab result.
To our knowledge, neither IBM nor Redis Labs has publicly discussed any comprehensive
benchmark data comparing real configurations of x86 servers versus POWER8 CAPI servers. IBM
has case studies in the works that focus on POWER8 Linux. We’ll discuss some of these when
they are available.
Redis Labs has a benchmark on their web site comparing their service with several of their
competitors9. The results are very favorable to Redis Labs.
In summary, the server ratios discussed here are configuration comparisons demonstrating
potential benefits of the POWER8 CAPI Flash solution. They are not based on actual benchmark
or production data. They should not be generalized to other cases outside of this specialized
database example.
Redis Labs has POC (proof-of-concept) studies underway with multiple clients. Their product
should be fully deployed at a number of production sites later this year. We expect more detailed
performance data from production environments will emerge soon after.

6

For Nallatech see http://www.nallatech.com/solutions/openpower-capi-developer-kit-for-power-8/
For more on FPGA’s see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-programmable_gate_array
8
IBM points out that for true high availability one would need multiple shards for each data element. Neither the x86 case nor
the POWER8 case is configured for high availability, so they are comparable in this respect.
9
See http://lp.redislabs.com/2015-Q1-Redis-Cloud-Service-Benchmark-Lander01.html
7
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Competitive Responses
We expect Intel competitors to respond to the Redis and IBM comparisons10. First, they will
configure NoSQL systems with more RAM which will serve to significantly reduce the required
number of servers. For example, it takes only 20 Intel servers to handle a 40 TB database, if it is
configured with 2TB of RAM. However, the cost of 40TB of RAM will be far higher than 40TB of
flash, leaving the Redis/IBM solution with a significant pricing advantage.
In the slightly longer term, Intel can reengineer their chip to provide CAPI-like capabilities.
Depending on how this is achieved, it could potentially result in other advantages for Redis Labs.
For example, if Intel creates a solution with a significant amount of flash under the covers of a
server, a failure would remove that portion of the database from the online configuration. This
would give Redis Labs/IBM a significant availability advantage since their database resides on an
external device, and not likely to suffer similar isolation.
Benchmark results will eventually be available. From a strictly performance point of view, we
believe an in-memory solution may have some advantage over a CAPI-flash solution. However, we
believe the price advantage would weigh heavily in favor of Flash based systems.

Summary
There is no question that CAPI technology has demonstrated great potential. Its application to the
Redis NoSQL database shows real promise. In addition, we believe that other applications are
already being discovered and developed. CAPI is a very real product not a theoretical technology.
Redis Labs has multiple POC studies underway. We predict IBM and Redis Labs will have a
significant advantage when they report performance in production environments.
In the meantime, some customers will probably wait to see more production results before making
significant investments. We don’t think that will take long. The other wild card is the speed of the
development of applications using terabyte-sized databases that require very high speed
performance. The faster such apps and databases proliferate the more pressing will be the
demand for systems that can manipulate and manage them. And, that is what makes the CAPI
flash solution so attractive.

10

We assume the size of the market for large in-memory databases is sufficient to justify response. IBM estimates the market
might be as large as $12B over the next several years. We believe that the growth of IOT is a major market driver.
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